"How many things they say and do
That never would occur to you."

FEATURES
SAVE MEAT! SAVE WHEAT
SAVE THE PEACE!

RAM'LIN' CALCULATOR GIVES $53,450
DANGER
100,000,000
JOLTS

We can't
But
Without our wheat
We're got to have that bullion mint
Sad, poor
We are deeply indebted to Milton Caniff, creator of "Terry and the Pirates" and "Steve Canyon", for judging the 1948 Blueprint beauties. In his own words... "All of your fair ladies are so beautiful and such a pleasure to look upon I found it trying, indeed, to get at the task of calling them off by the numbers."
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Signs of our Times
SLANTED PICS, TOP TO BOTTOM: The Beta Theta Pi wreck and decoration featuring Hell and a dog pound . . . An amusement park, completed with a “Spill the Milk” concession decorates the SAE house . . . The ATO’s cleverly operated mechanism displaying the sign “We’ll Sting Georgia’s Butts” . . . TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Pi Kappa Alpha enlarges upon Dante’s Inferno by creating a three-legged football player and the flames themselves . . . Delta Tau Deltas posing beside and on their wreck . . . Right in front of the judges’ stand the Pi Kappa Alpha wreck falls apart . . . The Phi Deltas are up in the air about this wreck . . . MIDDLE, LEFT TO RIGHT: Delta Tau Delta’s Johnny Rauch wiping “Wading Wally’s” eyes . . . Half time frolics at the annual Tech-Georgia freshman game . . . “It’s a PRIVY-lege to “Beat Georgia” says the Chi Phi wreck . . . BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Chi Phi steam roller paving the way to the Orange Bowl . . . Sigma Chi’s first place ramblin’ calculator . . . The boys really displayed ingenuity on this one . . . The ATO-mic powered wreck, under the guidance of Commander Vevera, poses for its picture.
Mech and physics problems were thrust aside as once again the spirit of homecoming prevailed on the Tech campus. The various and sundry fraternities which are so much a part of the social activities of the school went all out to decorate their respective houses with such appropriate slogans as "All bowls will shine come November 29" and "Weeping Wally will wail today"—which added much to the local color and enthusiasm of the students and faculty. Alumni returned to witness the efforts of a great Tech team stomp the Georgia Bulldogs 7 to 0.

A parade of Ramblin' Reeks toured the campus with the judges keeping a wary eye peeled. The novel and imaginative decorations were as usual nightmares dreamed up after a rough night at Duffys. The competition was close with Sigma Chi topping first honors.

In all it was typical of the great and glorious school spirit that the students feel for their Alma Mater—the spirit which has helped make Tech the school it is today.

That night a stimulating and riproaring shindig was sponsored by the Bulldog Club which featured the Auburn Knights, one of the outstanding college bands of the South. During intermission Anak tapped five prominent seniors for one of the highest honors at Tech. The auditorium was crowded to capacity by a gleeful crowd who had watched its team cheered to victory that afternoon. It was the culmination of another momentous day for the student body.
TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The SAE wreck of Bulldog Stew . . . Here's the Beta wreck in slow motion . . . The huddle before the Georgia game . . . Captains Healy and Phillips of Tech with Captain Edwards of Georgia look on as the coin is flipped . . . MIDDLE, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Zeta inferno with its barbecued Bulldog . . . Someone rumored that this is the Sigma Nu wreck; it's more like a Sherman tank . . . "I made ANAK . . . oh, happy days." . . . "A rolling mountain dew" still, the jolly roger, and a small anti-aircraft gun make up the Phi Gamma Delta wreck . . . BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Phi Kappa Tau have a bathtub and a bottle of Kickapoo Joy Juice on their wreck . . . The balloons on the ATO wreck are helium-filled to keep it up . . . This wreck was personally recommended by Dunc B. Hind . . . CIRCLE INSET, OPPOSITE PAGE: "Flash McKinney and the Auburn Knights' incomparable bandleader, Bob Hurston, talk it over—.
TOP INSET: Latin-Americans perform at the NROTC formal . . . TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Buddah smiles on the frolicking Architects . . . Atlanta's Hurt Park at night during IFC intermission . . . Are you one of the good brothers? Well, come on in and dance . . . No bow tie or big ears but he sings anyway . . . MIDDLE, LEFT TO RIGHT: This is the night lab for sixth year architecture students . . . Charlie Sorrell's plays for the ANAK Blue Devil dance after the Duke game . . . Sigs and dates sit one out at the Triad . . . BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: SAE officers and dates at their formal . . . "Gather round me everybody" . . . South America, Take it away . . . The Army puts its best foot forward at the Military Ball . . . Bill making time with twin Bob's date . . . INSET, OPPOSITE PAGE: Give it to Jimmy Dorsey's drummer man.
DANCES
Architects without bow ties, but with something much more appealing... The Seniors take time out for a coke... Jimmy Dorsey's saxophonist gets hot... Beauty and the Maidenswoon... Yes, it's Sigma Chi's prexy leading the new sweetheart, Martha Burts, up to the podium... Coffee and orchids at the ATO house... Albert Coleman and the orchestra play for the Phi Kappa Tau dance... Where's Jane Russell?... Future Admirals and dates... The children's hour... Miss Perfect Lips and CO-OP president... And he had to be elected President for that... Let's all go down and see what the Beta's have... The long and the short of it all... Oh, you ugly chile.
UPPER LEFT CORNER: Anybody got a light for John Huskisson and his big pipe? OFFSET: A conglomeration of male and female cheesecake at the Beta kid party TOP: They say seven is a lucky number. BELOW, LEFT: Those inseparable two Flossie May and Rochester going through their paces. BELOW, RIGHT, TOP: ATO house parlor dates. BELOW, RIGHT, BOTTOM: Don Cady gives instructions to cake-racing freshman.
Hail, hail, the gang's all here . . . At least one grandstand quarterback has the spirit . . . "Tech's tenacious tackle" proves to be adept at other things . . . RIGHT SIDE, TOP TO BOTTOM: Who's the joker in the crowd, Eddie? . . . The boys and girls with leather throats . . . Emory Aces play for May Day Dance . . . O'd Black Joes at the ATO house . . . BOTTOM INSET: And Gordon didn't know this was his wife! Bulldog initiation.
SIGNS OF OUR TIMES
OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP PIC: Close your mouth, Brooks, a fly might go in ... LEFT: Cady ... the man of dis-stink-shun, and the other jellies ... CIRCLE INSET: "May I have a piece of gum?" says Bill Brooks date ... BELOW, TOP, LEFT: B. B. Brown knows how to dish out that eggnog to the ATO's ... BELOW, TOP, RIGHT: ATO house party plus on SAE ... BOTTOM, LEFT: Santa Claus Vevera gives the photogs lace, no less ... BOTTOM, RIGHT: The Duke Blue Devil takes a rain-soaked beating ... THIS PAGE, INSET, TOP: Glamour-boy Kirk displays three rows of teeth to the cameraman ... INSET, BOTTOM: Dean Griffin, the cake, and the fast running Freshman ... LEFT, TOP: Bull gets wheeled instead of shot ... BOTTOM, LEFT: Kopp says "Cheerleading ain't so bad!" ... BOTTOM, RIGHT: Oh, how those whiskers tickle.